2015 Bridger FOLK Music Society
Bakery Concert sERIES
All concerts are at Crumb Brothers Bakery, 7:30 PM

Seats: $15

January 24
C. Daniel Boling

“C. Daniel Boling is one of those characters who can keep you glued to his
telling about a whole day in his life. His voice in calm and steady like the perfect
storyteller, in the footsteps of Eric Andersen’s Violet of Dreams and Jackson
Browne.”

March 21
Dana and Susan
Robinson

“The genius of a Dana and Susan Robinson performance lies in their ability to
capture the imagination of their audience … They can make the audience howl
with laughter or hush with poignant reflection as they take them on a journey
across America.”

April 18
Marv Hamilton

“Marv Hamilton’s folk and acoustic blues songs, whether they be love ballads,
political dissections or odes to the mountains, have earned him a reputation as
one of Utah’s finest songwriters.”
- Dan Nailen, Salt Lake Tribune

May 16
Jason Tyler
Burton

“Jason Tyler Burton is a soul searching adventurer who writes songs about the
journey. Originally from Kentucky, he is now a nomad in the American West.
His songs and stories are heartfelt, reflecting a search for meaning and home,
with a voice and lyrics that invite you to lean in a little, and really listen.”

June 6
James Scott

“James Scott is a solo finger-style guitarist. Having a background in Jazz,
Avant-garde, Blues, Bluegrass, and Celtic music, James Scott synthesizes the
elements of each of these musical styles into his own personal vision.”

July 11
Melissa Greener

August 29
Chad Elliot

Sept 19
Red Dirt Skinners

“Nashville based folk-crooner Melissa Greener tells the truth. Her songs
captivate with quirkily crafted lyrics, dynamic melodies and loads of groove." Maverick Music Magazine ,UK

“Chad Elliot stands out as a timeless and genuine musical poet with supplestrong roots like the bluestem and buffalo grass of the Iow prairie.”
– Todd Partidge, NoDepression.com

Rob and Sarah Skinner have a genre-defying sound that uses non-standard
instruments and outstanding harmonies. They were named British Blues
Awards Instrumentalist of the Year in 2014. “Homebred duos don't get more
impressive or impassioned.” - Daily Mirror, UK

October 24
Greg Trooper

“Trooper excels at character studies, painting wonderful portraits of people
living through good times and bad times. His matter-of-fact delivery – as both a
singer and a songwriter – brings a sense of realism to the tales that he tells.”
- Twangville

November 21
Red Desert
Ramblers

“The Red Desert Ramblers play Bluegrass, Classic Country, and Swing music,
blending classic harmonies with smokin’ instrumental breaks. When it comes to
locally produced bluegrass bands, it’s hard to do better.” -The Salt Lake Tribune

Bakery Concert Season Punch-Cards:
• Choose 6 Bakery concerts for $78 (a 15% discount)
• Buy 9 bakery concerts for $104 (a 15 % discount PLUS one free concert)

More Information/Reservations:
go to www.bridgerfolk.org
or call 435-535-1408

